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LOCAL BLOW-UP OF STRATIFIED SETS UP TO BORDISM

BY

S. BUONCRISTIANO AND M. DEDÖ

Abstract. Homological obstructions are given, whose vanishing is a necessary and

sufficient condition for the existence of a blow-up of an abstract prestratification V

along a 'locally top-dimensional' substratification V.

Introduction. Let us begin with an example. Let W he the figure eight in the plane,

in which we distinguish two strata, namely O and Y = W — O. Let 2P be the

suspension on the real projective plane with strata Z = A U B and X = 2 P — Z,

where A and B are the vertices of 2P. The product V = WXSP has singularity SV

formed by the strata O X X, O X Z, Y X Z. It is easy to see that V does not admit a

blow-up which is a smooth manifold, since the link of Y X Z in V is the manifold P

which does not bound. Thus we may study the following problem of local resolvabil-

ity. Let V = O X 2P with strata O X X, O X Z and let A be a small neighbour-

hood of V in V; N has singularity SN in codimension one, while N — V has

singularity in codimension two. Is it possible to construct a blow-up V -> V which

"coincides" with V outside N and such that the codimension of 5 V is equal to two?

In the example which we are considering, V is easily obtained: it suffices to take

V = W X 2P, where If' is a resolution of W as indicated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
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In this paper we study the problem of local resolution in the context of abstract

prestratifications (according to Mather [8]). Let V he such a stratified set and

V C V a substratification which is locally top-dimensional (Definition 2.1). Let

N = T(V',V) he the tubular neighbourhood of V in V. Theorem 2.13 gives

homological obstructions whose vanishing is a necessary and sufficient condition for

the existence of a blow-up V -» V along V (Definition 2.3) which replaces A by A

such that dim SN — dim S(N — V). Thus the problem is that of resolving the

"higher" strata of V up to a blow-up.

The paper is organised as follows.

In §1 we recall those properties of stratified sets which will be used in the sequel.

We prove that the bordism theory of stratified cycles is an ordinary homology theory

with coefficients in Z2. Then we define auxiliary objects, namely stratified sets

endowed with a compatible system of trivialisations of their tubular neighbourhoods.

These objects are not without independent interest.

§2 is dedicated to the definition of the obstructions and to the proof of Theorem

2.13.

In §3 we briefly explain the difficulties which arise in trying to extend the

previously developed theory to the case of G-stratified sets, where G is one of the

classical Lie groups SO, U, SU, Sp. As one should expect, the vanishing of the

obstructions is now a sufficient condition for the existence of V only in the presence

of additional hypothesis on the homology of V.

1. Stratified sets.

Notation. [ ] will mean homology class, bordism class in the appropriate group, or

fundamental class, depending on the context.

A + B will be the disjoint union of the topological spaces A and B.

Manifold will mean C°° manifold of finite dimension.

Up to §3, (co)homology will be with Z2 coefficients.

Below we recall the definition and the basic properties of a (bounded) stratified

set; for full details the reader is referred to [8, 7, 17, 14].

1.1 Definition. A stratified set is a triple {V, x, t} satisfying the following

axioms:

(Al) F is a Hausdorff, locally compact, topological space with a countable basis

for its topology. In V there is given a closed subset V.

(A2) x is a family of locally closed subsets of V and V is the disjoint union of the

members of x-

The members of x are called the strata of V.

(A3) Each stratum A of V is a topological manifold (in the induced topology),

possibly with boundary 3A, provided with a smooth structure of class C°°. V is the

disjoint union of (3A, A E x}-

(A4) The family x is locally finite.

(A5) The family x satisfies the axiom of the frontier: if X, Y E x and Y D A t¿= 0,

then Y EX; if Y E Äand Y ¥= X, we write Y < X.

(A6) t is a triple {{7^}, {-nx}, {px}}, where, for each X E x, Tx is an open

neighbourhood of A in V, irx is a continuous retraction of Tx onto X,irx\TxC\ V is
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a continuous retraction of Tx n V onto 3 A' and px is a continuous function px:

7W0,oo).
Tx is called the tubular neighbourhood of A, 77x the local retraction of 7^ onto A

and px the tubular function of A.

(A7) A = {v E Tx: px(v) = 0}. If A and Y are any strata, we let TXY = Tx (1 Y,

irXy = 7tx I Tx y and p^ Y — px | 7^ y (see Figure 2). Then trXY is a map of TXY onto

A and px Y is a map of TXY onto (0, oo). Note that TXY f~l K = 7^ D 3K

(A8) For any strata A < Y, the maps

(■jr.r|.Pjr,rl):ïjr.yn K-3AX(0,oo)

are smooth submersions.

(A9) For any strata A, Y, Z we have

*X,Y*Y,z(V) = %,z(°)>

PA-,y"Y,z(ü) = Pa-,zO)

whenever both sides of these equations are defined, i.e. whenever v E TY z and

rtYZ(v) E TXY.

(A 10) If A, Y are strata and TXY ¥° 0, then X < Y.

(Al 1) If A, Y are strata and Tx (~) TY =£ 0, then A and T are comparable, i.e. one

of the following holds: A < 7, Y < X or A = F.

We say that (F, x, t) is a stratified set bounded by K. If K = 0, Fis an unbounded

stratified set with x = {3A, A G x} and f = {{7^ D F}, {tt^|}, (p^|}}.

We shall avoid mentioning V, when this is obvious from the context.

Let (V, x, t) be a compact stratified set. The cone (cV, c\, ct) is defined as the

mapping cylinder stratified set of the constant map/: V -* {0}.

The open cone (cF, c°x, cV) is the open mapping cylinder cV = F X [0, oo)/(x,0)

~(x',0) with an obvious stratification and structure. In particular we have the

tubular function p0: cV -> [0, oo), p0(x, t) = t.

A subset x' of x is a substratification of x if. Ior every pair (A, Y) E \' X x,

Y < X implies Y E x'.
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Then V — U^ , A is a closed subspace of F and is a stratified set with tubular

neighbourhoods

? = {{Txn V>},{*x\Txn V'}, {Px\Txn F'},agx'}.

V will be called a substratified set of V.

If A is a stratum, then A = U r<x Y is a substratified set of V; more generally, for

any subset f of x, we have a substratified set f = {F G x: F < A G f}, called the

closure of f.

A stratum A of x is principal if there is no Y E x such that A < F.

If A G x, the frontier <5X is the substratified set <$X = {Y E \: Y < X}.

The i-skeleton x(,) = {A G x: dim A < /'} is a substratified set of V.

We define the dimension of Fas the integer dim V = max{dim A, A G x}-

The depth of F is the integer d such that, if n is the dimension of V, then

x<«-d) ^ { 0 }? while x("~',> = { 0} for n > ¿. Let W he a subset of V and suppose

that W itself is a stratified set. We say that IF is a restriction of V if:

(a) for each stratum A of IF there is a stratum A' of F such that A is a framed C°°

proper submanifold of A';

(b) TV - TVrw'' ""a- - mx' I TV; Pa- = Px I TV-
Let A G x- Consider F^ = px][0,1] and F^ = px\l). Vx will be referred to as the

closed tubular neighbourhood of A in V. Vx is a stratified set with strata [VXC\ Y,

A =£ 7} bounded by Vx U (Vx n F).

If Y > A, the tubular neighbourhood T'y and the projections ir'Y are obtained by

restricting the corresponding TY and -nY; the tubular functions p'y are the restrictions

of the pY; for Y = A, we define 7^ = F^ — Vx, trx= trx\ and we need to reparame-

trize p^-by the formula p'x(v) = tang(px(v) ■ ir/2).

More generally, let V E V he a substratified set. We call T(V, V) = UJe ,VX

the closed tubular neighbourhood of V in V.

The exterior of P in Fis defined by E(V, V) = F- T(V',V).

Similarly to the case V = X above, one may define a structure of stratified sets on

T(V, V) and E(V, V).

Let t(V',V) be the topological frontier of T(V, V); let A = E(<5X, X) and

Vx = trx\X). Then F = Ux Vx. Using this decomposition of Fand the stratified

sets Vx, Vx defined above, one is able to prove the following:

(a) t(V, V) has a structure of a stratified set which is a restriction of (V, x, t);

T(V, V) is bounded by t(V, V) U T(V <1 V,V).

(h) T(V, V) is the mapping cylinder of a projection é: f(V, V) -» V.

For a proof the reader is referred to [17, 2.9].

Similarly E(V, V) is a stratified set bounded by

E(V, V) = f(V, V) U E(V n V, V).

When there is no possibility of misunderstanding, we shall write Tv, and Ev, instead

ofT(V',V)andE(V',V).

Another important property of V which we shall use is the following: V has the

homotopy type of a finite dimensional CW-complex [17, 2.8],
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Finally, we call isomorphism of stratified sets a homeomorphism /: V -> V such

that:

(a) to each A G x there corresponds a A' G x' such that / restricts to a diffeomor-

phism between TXY and Tx, r, for all A < Y;

(h)f-nx(v) — trxf(v);

(c)px,f(v) = px(v).

Homology via stratified sets. Let F be a compact stratified set of dimension n. The

(n — l)-skeleton of V will be referred to as the singularity of F, written SV.

1.2 Definition. A closed stratified n-cycle is a (necessarily unbounded) compact

stratified set F of dimension n such that:
-

(a)V=V- SV;

(b) F — S F is an n-dimensional manifold without boundary;

(c)dim5F<n - 1.

Let us consider a pair (F, 3F) with V a compact stratified set bounded by V and

F C 3F C V; assume that 3F — Fis a substratified set of V. Then 3Vhas a structure

of an unbounded stratified set induced by the structure of V and that of 3 F — V.

1.3 Definition. A pair (V, dV) as above is a relative stratified n-cycle (with

boundary 3F) if:

(a) V = V- SV;

(h) V — SV is an n-dimensional manifold with boundary 3F — SV;

(c) oVis a closed stratified (n - l)-cycle with S(dV) = SV D dV;

(d) dim SV<n - 1.

Of course dV may be empty, and in this case the above definition coincides with

1.2.

Stratified cycles satisfy the following two easy but important properties.

(ÍP) Let 7 = [0,1] with the obvious structure of stratified set bounded by 7; then

F X 7 may be given the structure of a relative stratified cycle with boundary

VX 7 U 3FX 7.

(§) Let V, W be stratified «-cycles; 3F = V U V" with V and F" relative

stratified (n - l)-cycles and V n V" = W = dV" and similarly for 3W = W' U

W". If n: F' -» IF' is an isomorphism, then the union U = V Uh W may be given the

structure of a stratified n-cycle with boundary W = V" Uh W".

Using the above properties, the bordism group of stratified n-cycles in a topologi-

cal pair (A, B) may be defined in the usual way [5, §5]. It will be written HX(A, B).

This is a functor on the category of topological pairs and continuous maps and there

is a natural degree -1 transformation 3X: HX(A, B)-> H*_X(B, 0) obtained by

restriction to the boundary.

1.4 Theorem. [Hx(A, B), 3x) is an ordinary homology theory with Z2 coefficients.

Proof. The homotopy axiom and the exactness axiom are proved much in the

same way as in the case of smooth bordism, using (9) and (§) [5, §5]. We leave the

easy details to the reader. In order to prove the Mayer-Vietoris axiom we need the

following definitions and lemma.

A closed subset P of the stratified n-set F is controlled if P D Tx — trx\P C\ X)

for X E x-
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Let /: F -> A be a continuous map from the stratified set V to the topological

space A; fis said to be controlled if firx = fon Tx, for each A G x •

In particular, if / is controlled and C is a closed subset of A, then f~\C) is a

controlled subset of V.

Let P and Q he two closed disjoint subsets of the stratified n-set V and let W be

an (n — l)-dimensional restriction of V. Assume V is connected. We say that IF

separates P and Q if V — W consists of two connected components VP and VQ such

that P C VP and Q C VQ. The definition extends immediately to a general V

componentwise.

1.5 Lemma. Let P and Q be disjoint controlled subsets of the stratified relative n-cycle

V. There exists a restriction W of V such that W separates P and Q. Moreover, if

W' C dV separates P n 3F and Q C\ dV, we may choose W such that W D 3F = W'.

Proof. By induction on the depth d of V. If d = 0, V is a manifold and the

proposition is proved in [5, 3.1, p. 10].

Let V have depth d and assume the proposition true for stratified cycles of depth

< d. For simplicity assume that there is only one stratum A in X(d); otherwise one

applies the same argument simultaneously to all the strata in A(i/). Assume also

3F= 0.

A is an unbounded compact manifold and thus (by the case d = 0) there exists a

submanifold W( X) of A such that W( X) separates POX and gill Consider the

exterior E( X, V). E( X, V) is a stratified set bounded by Vx = p^'[0,1]; the submer-

sion conditions for trx imply that W(È) = trx\W(X)) n Vx is a stratified set

restriction of Vx.

Now E(X, V) has depth < d, P n E(X, V) and Q n E(X, V) are controlled

subsets of E(X, V) and W(È) separates P n È(X, V) and Q n È(X, V). Thus, by

the inductive hypothesis, W(E) extends to W(E) E E(X,V) separating ffl

E(X,V) and Q n E( X, V). Finally the required IF is given by W(E) U -nx\W(X))

n Vx, the union being taken along W(È). It is clear now that the same arguments

allow one to deal with the case dV ¥= 0.    D

Proof of 1.4 (continuation). Now we use the lemma to show that the

Mayer-Vietoris axiom is satisfied. Let /: V -* A be a continuous map from the

stratified set V to the topological space A. Using the mapping cylinder structure of

Tx and the H.E.P., it is easy to prove (by induction on the depth of V) that / is

homotopic to a controlled map; moreover, if/0 and/, are controlled and homotopic,

then there exists a controlled homotopy joining/0 to/,.

Now assume that F is a closed stratified n-cycle and A = Ax U A2 with A, open in

A, so that we have an element [/: V -» A] E HX(A). We seek to define a Mayer-Vie-

toris homomorphism A: HX(A) -* HX_X(AX n A2). Up to homotopy, assume / is

controlled; then P = fx(A — Ax) and Q~ f~x(A — A2) are disjoint (closed) con-

trolled subsets of V. If IF is as in the lemma we define A[/: V -> A] = [/: IF -* A].

By relativising the above construction in an obvious way, one sees that A is a

well-defined homomorphism. At this point the Mayer-Vietoris axiom follows from

standard bordism-type arguments. Finally, the dimension axiom is an immediate

consequence of the following property of stratified cycles.
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(G) cone construction. If F is a closed stratified cycle of positive dimension, cV is a

relative cycle with boundary V.

This completes the proof of the theorem.    D

Trivialised sets. Roughly speaking, these are stratified sets in which every tubular

neighbourhood is a fibre bundle provided with a trivialisation. The system of

trivialisations is required to be "compatible" with the projections and the tubular

functions in the sense explained below. An alternative (equivalent) definition of a

trivialised set is sketched at the end of this section.

1.6 Definition. A trivial set is a stratified set (V, x, t) such that, for each A G x

there is given an open cone D(X) and a homeomorphism hx: Tx -» A X D(X),

called trivialisation.

1.7 Definition. A trivialised set is a trivial set (V, x, t, {D(X)}, {hx}) satisfying

the following compatibility conditions.

If A< Y, then hx restricts to a diffeomorphism between TXY and AX D(X)Y,

with D(X)Y a stratum of D(X); D(X) is in turn a trivial set with strata {D(X)Y:

A =£7}  and D(Y) = D(D(X)Y) (compatibility of duals);  hx(Tx(lTY) = XX

TD(X)y-

On Tx n TY we have

0a x "û(A)y)«A = wAwy

0a x hD(X)Y)hx = (hx x W))"y

(compatibility of trivialisations with projections: see diagram (1)K) and

PD(X)YPin X = Py'< PoP2^D(X)y = Pd(X)y

(compatibility of trivialisations with tubular functions: see diagram (2)v); here p2 is

the projection on the second factor and p0 is the tubular function of D(Y).

TXY -» XXD(X)Y
hx

Î "> î   Fy X %<A)y

r^n7'}' ¿ XXTD(X)r diagram (1)„

* "y l\x X hDiX)y

TXYXD(Y) -* XX D(X)YX D(Y)

X X TD(X) «- TXC\TY
hx

I p2 Ipy

T**}r PD^)r      ^'^ diagram (2),

»"DfAly T Po

Z)(A)vX7)(7)        -» 7)(7)
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If 7J>(A) is the open cone on L(X), then L(A) is referred to as the link of A. We

identify L(X) with L(A) X {1} C D(X) and write C( A) for the cone cL(A). Thus

hx restricts to a map Vx, Vx^> XX C(X), XX L(X). When there is possibility of

confusion, we shall write L(X, V), D(X, V), C(X, V) instead of L(X), D(X), C(X).

All terminology and notation introduced for stratified sets translates immediately

into the context of trivialised sets. Below we sketch the modifications deriving from

the additional structure present in a trivialised set.

The cone and the open cone over a trivialised set are trivialised sets in a natural

way. Similarly for a substratified set of a trivialised set. If IF C V are trivialised sets,

we say that IF is a restriction of F if IF is a restriction of V as stratified sets (i.e. (a)

and (b) above hold) and (c) L(X,V) = L(X',V); hx= hx,\Tx (we are using

previous notation).

Let V, V he trivialised sets and /: V -* V be an isomorphism of stratified sets.

We say that / is an isomorphism of trivialised sets if / induces an isomorphism of

diagrams between the various diagrams (1)^, (2)v and the corresponding (l)r, (2)v,.

There is a bordism group HX(A, B) defined in the same way as HX(A, B) but using

trivialised n-cycles rather than only stratified n-cycles. The proof of the following

theorem is thoroughly similar to that of Theorem 1.4.

Let 3X: HX(A, B) -» 77x„,(7i, 0) be the natural transformation induced by re-

striction to the boundary.

1.8 Theorem. {Hx(A, B), 3x} is an ordinary homology theory with coefficients in

Z2.    D

The pinched product X . Let (W, x, t) be a stratified set and M a closed manifold.

Consider the cone cM; the product V = WX cM is a stratified set (possibly after

straightening the corner if V ¥= 0). Define IF X cM = U x Vx and W X. M =

U x Vx, where A varies over the top-dimensional strata of IF and Vx = Vx U ®sX,

Vx= VXU 1FX. W X cM and W X M are easily seen to be stratified sets (trivialised

if IF is trivialised) with structure induced from IF X cM by intersection (see Figure

3).

Note that, topologically, W X. cM = IF X cM/(x, y) ~ (x, y') if (x,y,y')E

S W X cM X cM, and similarly for W X M. The following proposition follows easily

from definitions.

Figure 3
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1.9 Proposition. Let (V, x, r, {hx}) be a trivialised set and_ X E x- Then hx

induces isomorphisms of trivialised sets Vx = X X C(X, V) and Vx = X X L(X, V).

D

In view of the above proposition, we may confuse Vx and Vx with XX C(X) and

XX. L(X) respectively and Vx, F^with A X C(X), X X L(X) respectively.

Note that, if F is a cycle, V X M is a relative cycle with boundary d(V X M) =

3 F X M and, if dim M > 0, VX cM is also a relative cycle with boundary

3(FX cM) = 3FX cMU VX M,

the union being taken along 3 F X M.

77¡e alternative definition of a trivialised set. Here we limit ourselves to sketching

the pattern and the main points of the definition, leaving the reader to complete the

easy details.

A trivialised set consists of a stratified set (the underlying stratified set) with

additional structure. An isomorphism of trivialised sets is an isomorphism of

stratified sets which preserves the additional structure.

We proceed by induction on the depth d of the underlying stratified set (V, x, t).

A trivialised set of depth 0 is a manifold. If V C V are trivialised sets of depth 0,

V is a restriction of V if V is a proper framed submanifold of V. If V, V are

trivialised sets of depth 0, the product trivialised set of V and V is the manifold

given by the product F X V. An isomorphism between trivialised sets of depth 0 is a

diffeomorphism/: F -> V.

Now assume that, for stratified sets of depth < d, we have defined

(a) the notion of a trivialised set (of depth < d);

(b) the notion of restriction V C F of trivialised sets;

(c) the product of a trivialised set F (of depth < d ) with a trivialised set V of

depth 0;

(d) the notion of isomorphism between trivialised sets (of depth < d).

Let (V, x, t) be a stratified set of depth d and assume, just for notational

simplicity, that there is exactly one stratum A G x of codimension d.

(V, x, t) is a trivialised set if there exists an open cone D( X) on

L(X) = L(X) X {1} CD(X)

and an isomorphism of (pairs of) stratified sets n x: Tx, Vx -» X X 73(A), X X L(X)

such that:

(1) F — A is a trivialised set (of depth < d) and (Tx — X), Vx are restrictions of

V - X;

(2) L(X) is a trivialised set of depth < d and D(X) — (0} has the structure of a

trivialised set induced by the canonical identification with L(X) X (0, oo);

(3) h x restricts to an isomorphism of trivialised sets between Tx — X, Vx and

AX (7?(A) - (0}), AX L(X) respectively, where AX (D(X) - {0}) and AX

L( X) have a structure of trivialised sets by (c) above.

In order to complete the inductive definition, one needs to define the notions of

restriction, product and isomorphism for trivialised sets of depth d. This is left to the

reader.
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Most of the results of this paper will concern stratified sets, while trivialised sets

will be used only as a tool. The main advantage of trivialised sets is that, if the link

L(X) is a boundary, then the stratum A may be resolved by a blow-up; the same is

not true for a general stratified set. However, the idea of a trivialised set is not

without independent interest; for instance, it arises naturally in the following three

situations:

(1) Sullivan's geometric description of connected A-theory at odd primes via

join-like singularity [13, 2].

(2) In [4] it is proved that a transverse map /: M -» A from a manifold to a

transverse CW-complex A determines on M a structure of a trivialised set (with

additional properties) well-defined up to isomorphism.

(3) Levitt's and Akbulut-King's presentation of a PL manifold as a (particular)

trivialised set [1, 18].

77ie fundamental class of a stratified cycle. We are going to define a natural

transformation of homology theories F(A, B): HX(A, B) -* H^(A, B); for simplic-

ity, let B = 0 and z = [/: F -> A] G HX(A). From excision and Lefschetz duality

we have Hn(V, SV) = Z2 © • • • ©Z2 (the summands corresponding to the con-

nected components of V — SV).

Taking the sum of generators gives a class [V] E Hn(V, SV), called the fundamen-

tal class of V. From exactness and dim SV < n — 2, we have an isomorphism a^:

Hn(V)^ Hn(V, SV), where a: (V, 0) -> (V, SV) is inclusion. We define F(A)(z) to

be the class f*a~l[V], written also z. F(A, B) is similarly defined and, using the

comparison theorem, it is easy to see that F( —, — ) is an equivalence of homology

theories on finite CW pairs.

Let V be a stratified set, M a manifold and /: V -> M a (continuous) map. Let

P C M he a closed submanifold. We say that/is transverse to P if, for each stratum

A of V, f\ X is transverse to P. If x is a point of M and / is transverse to x, we say

that * is a regular value of / From Sard's theorem we have that the set of regular

values is dense in M.

The two propositions below are proved by standard (homological) arguments.

Let M be a manifold of dimension n.

1.10 Proposition. Letz = [f: V, dV -> M, dM] E HX(M, dM). Then z = 0 if and

only if, for each regular value x E M — dM, f~\x) consists of an even number of

points (necessarily lying in V — SV).    D

Let P be a closed /^-dimensional submanifold of M — dM with inclusion i:

P^ M -dM. Let D: Hq(M, dM) -» H"~q(M) he the Lefschetz duality isomor-

phism.

1.11 Proposition. Let z = [/: V, dV ̂  M, dM] E HX(M, dM), p + q = n, and

assume that f is transverse to P.  Then  the following equality holds in H0(P):

(i*Dz)n[P] = [f-l(P)-*H   □

In this paragraph we have considered the theory Hx( — ). However, it is clear that

what has been said applies also to the theory of trivialised cycles Hx( — ).
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2. A blow-up theorem. Let F be a stratified n-set and V C V a substratified set.

Let A be a stratum of the singularity SV; we say that A is incident to V if A > 7 for

some stratum 7 of V.

2.1 Definition. V E V is locally top-dimensional if dim V > dim A, for any

stratum A of SV incident to V.

Figure 4 gives an example of a substratified set V which is not locally top-

dimensional.

X O Ñ C SÑ

Figure 4

2.2 Remark. Let A = T(V, V) and A be a stratum of SV incident to V. Then

A n Ñ is a stratum of Á and SÀ = U^eSK( A n Ñ). Moreover, codim^( A n Ñ)

= coding A. Therefore, if we put ß = ß(V, V) = coding SÑ and y = y(F', F) =

codim y V, then V is locally top-dimensional if and only if ß > y. Note that, in

particular, if À is a manifold, then V is locally top-dimensional.

Let F be an unbounded stratified n-set, V a substratified set of V and N =

T(V',V).

Let V he an unbounded stratified n-set, with V — P U Ñ, where 7* and Â are

bounded stratified n-sets such that P = N = P n N.

2.3 Definition. We say that the pair (V, Ñ) is a blow-up of (V, A) (or a blow-up

of V along V) if':

(a) dim 5Â =£ dim SA;

(b) there exists a map /: (V, N) -» (F, A) which restricts to an isomorphism /:

P - £r.
In order to simplify notation, we shall often identify P with Ev, by means of/(i.e.

write/as id on P).

2.4 Remarks, (a) Note that the above definition does not require (as the definition

of a blow-up usually does) that N deformation retracts onto f~\V). However, this

may always be achieved by "adding a collar": that is, using a collar of Ñ in A, we

may identify V with Ev, U^x/1, Ñ X [0,1] U^x r0) N. Let it: N -> V be a mapping

cylinder projection for N. Then we define a blow-up map g: V -* V as follows:

g | 7v = id; g I Â = trf and g | A X [0,1] is the quotient map À X [0,1] -4 A. Then

g — /and A U^x{0j A X [0,1] deformation retracts onto A = g~\V).
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(b) When it is not necessary, we shall avoid mentioning the map /.

(c) Let (V, Ñ) be a blow-up of (V, A), A, C Â, and (V, Â,) be a blow-up of

(V, A,); then the pair (V - A U N, A), where

TV = ( Ñ — N ) U Â ,
A Ä

is a blow-up of (V, N) which we call the composition of the blow-ups F and V (see

Figure 5).

Let t]m be the smooth unoriented bordism group of dimension m. For each m > 0,

we fix a basis ®m = {[AfJ, h = l,...,dimrjm} and characteristic classes a™ G

Hm( — ) (which are polynomials in the Stiefel-Whitney classes) such that the matrix

of characteristic numbers (a™[Mk]} is the unit matrix.

2.5 Remark. In the following we shall be dealing only with spaces having the

homotopy type of finite CW-complexes. Thus we may identify the groups Hn( — ),

HX(-),HX(-).

Let IF be a compact unbounded stratified n-set and m an integer such that

0 < m =£ (codim 5IF) — 2. Choose a relative trivialised (n — w)-cycle qh: Qh, dQh

-* Esw, Ésw Lefschetz dual to ok G Hm(Esw). Since Tsw deformation retracts onto

SW and dim SW < n — m — I = dim3gA, the cycle qh \ : dQh -» Ésw bounds in

H„~m-\(TSW). Thus one may choose a trivialised cycle bh: Bh, dBh -» Tsw, Tsw such

that dBh = dQh and bh \ dBh = qh \ dQh; form the union Ah = Bh U3 Qh, ah: Ah - IF,

ah = Ih^-1 bh> (^A' ah)ls a dosed trivialised (n — w)-cycle in IF.

2.6 Proposition. The homology class of (Ah, ah) does not depend on the choice of

the representatives (Qh,qh) and (Bh, bh).

Proof. Let r: R -» Esw he a homology between (Qh,qh) and another representa-

tive (Q'h,q'h); r restricts to a homology r \ : Rd -> Esw between dQh and dQ'h. Then

the union U — Bh U Rd U B'h is a closed (n — w)-cycle in Tsw and the map u:

U -> 7^^ is given by w = oA U r| Ui¡ (see Figure 6); since, as before, dimU >

dim 5IF, this cycle bounds in H„-m(Tsw), hence there exists a cycle p: P ^ Tsw

such that dP = U and /> | Í7 = u. Finally form the cycle Z — R U R P, whose

boundary is Ah + A'h. There is a map z: Z -> IF given by z = r U p and such that

z|v4A = aA, z\A'h — a'h. Therefore (Z, z) is a homology between (/4A, aA) and

(A'h,a'h).    U
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Qh

Figure 6

Thus the above construction gives a well-defined homology class ph„_m(W) E

H„ -m(W).
2.7 Remarks, (a) If S IF = 0, then phn-m(W) coincides with the Poincaré dual of

oAm G Hm(W).

(b) Let IF be a relative stratified n-cycle and m > 0 be an integer such that

m < codim SW — 2 and m < codim S(dW) — 2; then, by relativising the above

construction in an obvious way, one obtains well-defined relative classes

phn.m(W,dW).

In the following, let F be a compact unbounded stratified n-set, V EV a locally

top-dimensional substratified set, A = T(V, V), ß = codim¿SÑ. Applying the

above construction to W = Ñ, for each m = 0,..., ß — 2 and each n = 1,..., dim f\m,

we have the homology class ft„ „( \(Ñ). Recall that A is the mapping cylinder of w:

Ñ -> V. Then, associated to V, we define classes #*_„,_,(F') = irlfphn_m_x(Ñ) E

Hn-m-x(V).

In this section we shall prove that the classes 9f(V) are the only obstructions to

the existence of a blow-up (V, N) of V along V which increases the codimension of

the singularity of F up to a certain stage.
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2.8 Lemma. Let V be a compact unbounded trivialised n-set and V EV a locally

top-dimensional substratified set with codim v V = y. Suppose that, for each top-di-

mensional stratum X in V, [L(A, F)] = 0 in r/y_,. Then there exists a blow-up f:

(V, Ñ) -» (V, N) of V along V such that codim SÑ > y.

Proof. For each top-dimensional stratum A in V, choose a manifold M( X) such

that 3M( A) = L(X). Let V, Ñ he the stratified set obtained from V, N by replacing

XXC(X) with AX M(X) for each A. Choose a map fx: M(X) -» C(X) = cL(X)

which identifies an open collar of L(X) in M( X) with the punctured cone cL(X) —

{0} and maps the rest of M(X) to 0. Then a blow-up/: (V, Ñ) -> (V, N) of F along

V is constructed using fx on each fibre of A X M(X) and the identity elsewhere.

D

Note that F depends on the choice of the manifolds M(X).

2.9 Lemma. Let V be a compact unbounded trivialised n-set and V EV a locally

top-dimensional substratified set with codim v V = y. Then the following statements

are equivalent:

(a) 0*_T( V) = 0, for each h = ],..., dim ny-, ;

(b) there exists a blow-up (V, N) of V along V with codim SN > y.

L(X)

Figure 7

Proof, (a) =» (b). Let Abe a top-dimensional stratum of V. Then L(X) = L(X, V)

is necessarily a manifold because V is locally top-dimensional. By the previous

lemma, we only need to prove that L(X) is a boundary. Fix n; a representative of

K-¿v') = **-v(H is- by definition,

a     .   -n

<p:A^N->V,

where (A, a) = (Q U B, q U b) and (Q, q) is a Lefschetz dual of o^"1 G Hy-\ES¿).
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From excision and homotopy it follows easily that [A, q>] — 0 if and only if

[ß> ™7] = 0 in E(SV, V). Let x E X - 3Abe a regular value for éq; then [A, <p] = 0

implies that <p ~ ' ( x ) consists of an even number of points (by Proposition 1.10).

By the definition of a trivialised set é: Vx -» A may be identified with projection

X X L( X) -» A; in particular, x is certainly a regular value for the restriction of it

and its inverse image is fl-~'(.x) s L(X). This implies that q: Q -* 7is;v meets ñ-_1(x)

transversely in a finite number of points. At the cohomology level this corresponds
Y-lto restricting the class a¡¡~ to é~ (X) = L(A) (see Proposition 1.11). Since ah' ' is

a characteristic class and -n~ x(x) is framed in Es¿, the Poincaré dual of aAy~ ' |w~(x)

is a set of points whose sum (mod 2) is exactly the characteristic number okr~i[L( A)]

(see Figure 7). Since this is equal to the number of points in q>~^(x), we have proved

thata^l[L(X)] = 0.

As this happens for every n = 1,.. . ,dim?j    ,, we deduce that L(X) is a boundary.

Note that, if y = 1, we have just one class ■&n_x(V) which is represented by ñ:

Ñ -» V. Thus L(X) si-ft~\x) consists of an even number of points.

(b) =» (a). Let/: (V, Â) - (V, N) be a blow-up of F along V, such that codim SN

> y. As also codim SN = codim SÑ = ß > y, by Remark 2.7(b) we can define

classes phn_y+x(N, A). We fix a particular index n and, for simplicity, we drop it

from the notation. Consider the following diagram:

H„-y+l(N, N)

u

Hn_y+1(N,N)

9*
"*W*)-

(/I)*

■* H„_y(N)

u

- Hn^(N)
>77„ ,(A0

By construction, we have 3„,u      +1(Â, A)

-y(V)

p„-y(N) and therefore/+^„_y(À)

= 0. Thus

as required.    D

The idea is now to go on inductively, that is to prove that the classes #^_y_,

vanish if and only if there exists a blow-up (V, N) of V along V with codim S'A > y

+ 1. Of course we must assume ß > y + 1, otherwise the classes &j¡_y_x are not

defined. More precisely, we wish to prove the following

2.10 Theorem. Let V be a compact unbounded trivialised n-set, V EV a locally

top-dimensional substratified set, N = T(V, V), ß — codim ^ SÑ, y = codim v V. Let

k be an integer such that k < ß — y + 1 (so that the classes nh„_m_x(Ñ) are defined,

for each m < y + k — 2 < ß — 2). Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) all the classes d*_m_,(F') vanish, for each m = y — l,...,y + k — 2 and for

each h = I,... ,dimi)m;

(h) there exists a blow-up (V, Ñ) of V along V such that codim SN > y + k.
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Note that, if ß = 1, this theorem is vacuous.

The lemma we have just proved is the first stage in proving the theorem: however

we cannot just iterate the lemma since, once one has constructed the blow-up (V, N)

of (V, N) such that codim SA > y, it is no longer true that, for a top-dimensional

stratum A in N, L(X) is necessarily a boundary. Instead, the proof will go through

the following stages.

(a) Let A be a top-dimensional stratum in A such that A is a cycle and

L(X,V) — Mh, with [Mh] G $ Then we shall prove that the vanishing of the

corresponding obstruction d*_Y_,(F') implies/*([ A]) = 0 in77n_y_,(F').

(b) From the vanishing of f*([X]), for each top-dimensional stratum A in N, we

shall construct a new blow-up of ( V, N) with singularity in codimension > y + 1.

(c) We iterate this procedure.

Of course, A may well fail to be a cycle, because there may exist strata 7 < A with

•dim 7 = dim A — 1. So, first of all, we shall prove the following

2.11 Lemma. Let V be a compact unbounded trivialised n-set and V a locally

top-dimensional substratified set such that dim V = n — y — 1, and let A = T(V, V).

Then there exists a blow-up (V, N) of V along V such that, if X is any top-dimensional

stratum ofSN, then:

(a)[L(X,V)]E%;

(h) X is a trivialised (n — y — l)-cycle;

(c) if 7 is any other top-dimensional stratum of SN and X =£ 7, then [L(X,V)] ¥^

[L(Y,V)].

Proof. Let A be a top-dimensional stratum of V. Then L(A) = L( X, V) is a

y-dimensional manifold, bordant to a sum M, + • • - +Mr, where [M,] E % We

wish to "replace" A by r copies A,,...,Xr of A, with L(X,) = M,. The construction

is essentially the same as in Lemma 2.8 (where [Mx] = • • • = [Mr] — 0). Let IF' be a

bordism between L(A) and Mx + ■■■ +Mr and define IF = IF' U (c,Ai,

+ • • • +crMr), where c,M, is the cone over M, with vertex c, and the union is taken

along Mx + ■ ■ ■ +Mr. Choose a map fw: W -» C(X) = cL(X) which identifies an

open collar of L( X) in IF with the punctured cone C( A) — {0} and takes the rest of

IF to the vertex. Then a blow-up (V*, A*) of (V, N) is constructed by replacing

AX C(X) with XX. W; the map/: (V*, N*) -> (F, A) is defined using the map/^

on each fibre of A X IF and the identity elsewhere.

Clearly, if we do the above construction on each top-dimensional stratum X in V,

the blow-up (V*, N*) satisfies property (a); thus (see Remark 2.4(c)) we can assume

that the stratified n-set F already satisfies (a).

Now, let 7 be a stratum of V such that dim 7 = n — y — 2 and A,,..., Xr be the

top-dimensional strata of V such that 7 < A,,..., 7 < Xr. Let IF = L(Y, V); W is

a trivialised (y + l)-set with isolated singularities S IF = {7,,..., Yr) and, if 7, = X,

n IF is a singular point of IF, we have L(Y¡, W) = L(X„ V) E 6iy. We wish to

"replace" cIFby a trivialised set IF' such that S IF' = {*} + {1-dimensional mani-

folds with boundary}. E(SW, W) is a (y + l)-manifold, whose boundary is

L(YX, W)+ ■■■ +L(Yr, W); as L(Y„ W) = L(X„ V) E <3>y, to each A, there must
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CW

Figure 8

correspond an Xj such that L(X,) is bordant to L(Xj) (see Figure 8); w.l.o.g. we may

assume L(X,) = L(Xj) = L. Then IF' is obtained as follows: embed IF as IF X {0}

in IF X [0,1/2] and, for each pair X„ A as above, attach a "handle" [1,2] X cL by

identifying {1} X cL with 7, X cL and {2} X cL with Y, X cL. We obtain a triv-

ialised (y + l)-cycle Q such that dQ = W X {1/2} + M, where M is a manifold

(see Figure 9). Finally define W' = Q L>McM. W' is a trivialised (y + 2)-set with the

required properties, 3IF' = IF and, in the usual way, we may construct a map fw:

W' ^cWsuch that fw\W=lw.

Figure 9

Now let (V, A) be the trivialised set obtained from (V, A) by replacing each fibre

7 X cIF with 7 X IF', for each (n — y — 2)-dimensional stratum 7 of V (such that

7< X, for more than two (n — y — l)-dimensional strata A, of V). There is an

obvious map /: (F, A) -» (V, N) constructed from the maps fw (see Figures 8 and

10). (V, Ñ) is the required blow-up: in fact it satisfies properties (a) and (b) and, in

order to satisfy property (c), it is enough to " unite" any two (n — y — 1 )-dimensional

strata X and 7 such that [L(X, V)] = [L(Y, V)].    D
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W

Figure 10

2.12 Lemma. Let V be a compact unbounded trivialised n-set, V EV a locally

top-dimensional substratified set andf: (V, Â) -» (F, N) a blow-up of V along V such

that: _

(a) for each top-dimensional stratum X in SÑ, X is a trivialised k-cycle;

(p)f*[X] = 0 in Hk(V) (or, equivalently, in Hk(N)).

Then there exists another blow-up g: (V, N) -* (V, N) of V along V such that

codim SN > codim SÑ. (Note the special case f = id.)

Proof. Let À,,... ,X be the top-dimensional strata of SÑ. For each / = l,...,q,

let (D„_d,) be a homology to zero of /JÀ,], that is D, is a trivialised (k + l)-cycle,

dD, - X, and d,: D, -^ A is a map such that d, | 37), = /. Let

U=      2     AXM/; dU

Define

and

I      A,XM,=      2     À,XL(Â„F).
i=\,.. .,q 1=1.q

R=     H       V-(X,X C{X,)) ,        V=RUU
¿=i, 3(7

Â= (Tí n/v) u u.
su

There is a natural blow-up map g: (V, Ñ) -» (V, N) obtained from the composition

of the projections D, X M, -» D, and the maps d, (see Figure 11). Moreover,

dim SA =s max,dim S7J, < k — 1, so that (V, Ñ) is the required blow-up.    □

Proof of Theorem 2.10. The proof of (b) => (a) goes exactly as in Lemma 2.9.

In order to prove (a) => (b), let (Vx, A,) be the blow-up of (V, A) constructed as in

Lemma 2.9 using the vanishing of the classes d^y(V). If ß > y + 1 (otherwise the

theorem is already proved), let (V, Ñ) he a blow-up of (F,, A,) satisfying properties

(a), (b), (c) of Lemma 2.11.
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Figure 11

Let À,,... ,X he the top-dimensional strata of SÑ. X, is a trivialised (n — y—l)-

cycle, and, by the previous lemma, we only need to prove that /.JA,-] = 0 in

Hn_    X(V), where/: (V, Ñ) -* (V, A) is the blow-up map. To do this, we shall use

the vanishing of the obstructions dn*_    ,(F'). After reordering the strata Ä,.X ,

we may suppose that [L(Xh, V)] = [Mh]. Let V' be the closure of {Â,,... ,X ) and

Q = T(V', V). We may assume Q C Ñ — N; let %: Q -» V' be the mapping cylinder

retraction and it — w | Q. As A = A and ß > y + 1, we have well-defined classes

MA„-y-,(Ô) and ênh_y_x(V') = #^Í_T_,(Ó). In 77„,y_,(F') the class ̂ _y_,(F') will

be equal to a linear combination (with Z2 coefficients)

*í-r-i(^)=      2 4*1
where [A,] is the homology class of X, C V'. But, using the same kind of arguments

as in Lemma 2.9, one proves that k, is exactly the characteristic number

Then

oi[L(xl,v)}=ai[M,] = [\) ;;;.

vn-y-\ (V') =

1    ifi = h,

if h>q,

[Xh]     if h

Figure 12
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Then we only need to prove that f*&nh-y-x(V') = 0. Let E = E(V', Ñ); E is a

trivialised n-set bounded by É = A + Q (see Figure 12). Furthermore, by construc-

tion, codim S7i and codim SÈ are both greater than y. Therefore, there are well

defined classes phn_y(E, É) and

%y„.JE, Ê) = mU-i(^) + M*       ,(Ô)-

Thus

(*) fjyn-y-ÁN) +/»/y„.Y_,(ß) = o

(see the following diagram). But

Hn_JE, E)

~#B_-,-,(n

/jy„_y„,(A)=/*7>*-y_,(A)

by our hypothesis. Thus, in (*), we have

77,

n —7 l(0

n-7-1 (^')     u an-

n — y .,(A0

and

as we wanted.

/*eY-,(^')=/^y„-,-,(ô)

= W*fl-Y-i(Ö) = 0,
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Now we can use Lemma 2.12 to construct a blow-up (F2, A2) of V along V such

that codim SA2 > y + 1. If ß = y + 2, the theorem is proved; if ß > y + 2, the

same procedure may be carried on without any new difficulty until we reach the

stage where singularities are in codimension > y + k. So the theorem is proved.    D

Note that the vanishing of the obstructions has been used only in Lemma 2.9 and

in this final proof, while Lemmas 2.8, 2.11 and 2.12 are only geometric constructions

on the trivialised set F, which do not involve the vanishing of the classes #*_m_I(F').

These lemmas use in an essential way the fact that Fis trivialised; however, we wish

to extend 2.10 to the more natural case where Fis not necessarily trivialised.

2.13 Theorem. Let V be a compact unbounded stratified n-set and V, A, ß, y, k be

as in 2.10. 77zen the following statements are equivalent:

(a) d*_m_,(F') = 0 for each m — 0, y — I,... ,y + k — 2 and for each h —

l,...,dimijm;

(b) there exists a blow-up (V, N) of V along V such that codim SA »y + k.

Proof. We consider a variant 77x(-; ß) of the theory 77x(-). Hx(-; ß) is the

bordism theory constructed in the same way as Hx( — ) which uses stratified cycles

and bordisms V such that codimKSF s=/? and codim8^,S(3F) s* ß. The same

arguments used for Hx( — ) prove that Hx( — ; ß) is a generalized homology theory

(defined on the category of all topological pairs). The dimension axiom is not

satisfied, but the cone construction gives

Tf0(point;/?)~Z2;

//¿(point; ß)=t],,      fori< ß- 2;

//.(point; ß) = 0,        for i > ß - 2.

In exactly the same fashion one constructs Hx(— ; ß), the bordism theory of

trivialised cycles with singularities in codimension > ß. There is a natural transfor-

mation F( — ): Hx(—; ß) -> Hx( — ; ß) defined by forgetting the trivialisations. Fis

clearly a map of homology theories and, by the cone construction, F(point) is an

isomorphism. Therefore, by the comparison theorem, F is an isomorphism on finite

CW-complexes.

SV

Figure 13
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Consider/: Nx -> A with A, = P U À; here/: P - A is a bordism in Z7X(A; ß)

between Ñ E N and a trivialised cycle T (see Figure 13). The existence of P follows

from the existence of the isomorphism F above and the fact that A has the

homotopy type of a finite CW-complex. To define Ñ, first observe that /: T -> A is

certainly null-homologous in A (because Ñ E A is null-homologous). Then we define

(Ñ, f) as a trivialised cycle whose boundary is (T, /). Finally, the union P U Ñ is

taken along F. Now form F = F—AU^PUÂ. In general V will not be a blow-up

of V, because dim SA ( «S n — 2) may be greater than n — y. Note that, by construc-

tion, dim SP = n — ß < n — y.

In order to construct the blow-up (V, A) required by the theorem, it suffices to

show that, if X = {A,,..., A } are the top-dimensional strata of SA with codim X,

< y + k and V' C SÑ is the closure of A, then there is a blow-up ( F,, A, ) of ( V, Ñ )

along V' such that codim SÂ, > codim V'. An iteration of this procedure will lead to

the construction of (V, A).

The crucial point isjhat A is now a trivialised set. Thus Lemma 2.11 applies and

we may assume that X, is a trivialised cycle (with appropriate link) for i =_!,... ,q.

By Lemma 2.12 we only need to prove that/JÄ,] = 0 in Hm(N), m = dim X,. But if

m > n — y this is true because A deformations retracts onto V and dim V = n — y.

If m *s n — y, then one may apply to (A, F') exactly the same arguments applied to

(Ñ, V') in the proof of Theorem 2.10. The only difference is that now E = E(V', Ñ)

is a stratified set not necessarily trivialised, but this causes no problem.    D

If &„_X(V) = 0, then an obvious sufficient condition for dA_m_,(K') — 0 is the

following: there is a cohomology class ^"m_1 G H"~m~\N) such that

(éTm-1\Ñ)n[Ñ) = l^m_l(Ñ).

We have an interesting special case when   V = SV, and consequently A is a

manifold, ß > n, and ph„_m_l(Ñ) are the Poincaré dual of the classes o™ E Hm(Ñ).

2.14 Corollary. Let V be a compact unbounded stratified set (not necessarily

trivialised) such that codim SF = y. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) all the classes #*_„,_,(SF) vanish, for each m — 0, y — l,...,y + k — 2 and

for each h = 1,..., dim T/m;

(b) there exists a blow-up f:  (V, Ñ) -> (V, A) of V along SV such that  V is

trivialised and codim SA > y + k.

Here k is an integer such that 1 < & < n + 1 — y and in particular, if k = n + 1 — y

(so that y + k — 2 = n — I) we obtain a blow-up V, which is a manifold.    D

There is a natural notion of blow-up for stratified n-sets with boundary and a

straightforward extension of Theorem 2.13 to the relative case; this may be used to

deal with the uniqueness problem. We omit the details.

Letj be the inclusion of SFin F; it is not difficult to prove thatjjf&^_m_ X(SV) = 0

Vffl, Vn; this may be used to give a "resolution" of F up to a degree one map (not

necessarily a blow-up).

We conclude this section by considering an "embedded" case (in analogy with [6,

§5]). Let F be a compact unbounded stratified n-set, Äf a manifold and V E M. We
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say that F is embedded in M if M is a stratified set and SM = V. Let F be a

compact submanifold of M without boundary. We say that F is a resolution of V in

M if V n E(SV, M) = E(SV, V). Two resolutions F, and V2 are said to be bordant

in M if and only if F, n T(SV, M) and V2D T(SV,M) are L-equivalent (in the

sense of Thorn [15]) relative to f(SV, M) in T(SV, M).

2.15 Proposition. Let Vbe a closed trivialised n-cycle embedded (as defined above)

in the manifold M of dimension n + I. If M is also trivialised, there is a resolution V of

V in M; moreover, V is unique up to framed bordism in M.

Proof. Let Abe a top-dimensional stratum of SV, dim A = n — y. Then L(X, M)

is a sphere Sy and L(X, V) is a framed (y — l)-submanifold of Sy (by the definition

of a trivialised set). In order to " resolve" the stratum A in this context, we only need

to see if there is a framed cobordism of L(X, V) to zero in Dy+ '. But this happens if

and only if the "Pontryagin map" fx: Sy -» S1 is null-homotopic ( fx(L(X, V)) = *).

As F is a cycle, y > 1 and fx = *. Iterating this argument, one is able to resolve all

strata of SV. Uniqueness may be proved in a similar way.    D

There are extensions of the above proposition which lead to interesting examples.

They are obtained by slightly relaxing the hypothesis codimVSV> 1 and the

hypothesis of trivialisations. If codim(/SF= 1, the blow-up V does not exist in

general. For example, we could take M = S3 = R3 U oo and V the union of the unit

sphere S2 C R3 and the 2-disk {x2 + y2 < 1, z = 0}. Whatever trivialisations we

choose, there is no resolution of V, even if we do not require that V is framed or that

V EM. However, if codimKSF= 1, the above proof shows that the only obstruc-

tions to the existence of a framed resolution F of F in M are the degrees of the maps

fx: S' -» S1 (fx(L(X, V)) = *) which classify the framed cobordism class of L( X, V)

in S1 = L(X, M), for each (n — l)-dimensional stratum Aof SV. Now suppose that

the tubular neighbourhoods of the strata of V — SV in M are arbitrary (thus

possibly not trivial, while all the other tubular neighbourhoods are trivialised); in

this case we say that F is embedded in M with trivialised singularity. We ask for a

resolution F of F in M, not necessarily framed in M.

2.16 Proposition. Let V be a compact unbounded trivialised n-set embedded in the

(n + l)-manifold M with trivialised singularity. Then V admits a resolution V in M if

and only if &n_x(SV) = 0. Moreover, V is unique up to bordism in M.

Proof. The idea is the same as for Proposition 2.15, to which we refer for

notation. The hypothesis &n-X(SV) = 0 allows us to deal with the case where V is

not a cycle. Let A be a top-dimensional stratum of SV, dim A = n — y. First we

assume y > 1. The difference from the proof of 2.15 is that now L( X, V) is not

necessarily framed in Sy, so that the right space to use, instead of S\ is the Thorn

space MO(l) = K(Z2,1). Thus y > 1 implies that the Thorn map fx: Sy - MO(l)

(classifying L( X, V)) is null-homotopic.

If y = 1, then the obstructions to the existence of V are the homotopy classes of

the maps fx: S] -> MO(l). But ttx(MO(l)) = Z2 and dn_x(SV) E Hn_x(SV) is

represented, by definition, by the map ñ: Ñ -* SV, where A = T(SV, V). Thus, by
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Proposition 1.10, &n_x(SV) = 0 *=> L(A, F) is an even number of points <^> fx is

null-homotopic for all such A. The uniqueness part is proved by the same argu-

ments.    D

Observe that, in constructing the resolution V, the trivialisations of the tubular

neighbourhoods of the strata of S F are used in an essential way. In fact, when we

replace Vx by A X IF with IF an L-equivalence of L( X, V) to zero in Dy+\ we must

be sure that the resulting object has trivial tubular neighbourhoods and this is

ensured by the compatibility of the trivialisations. Thus, in general, we can not

weaken the condition that S F be trivialised in Af. However, in some cases, the

triviality of tubular neighbourhoods is due to topological reasons and need not be

assumed. Such a situation occurs, for instance, when SV has contractible strata.

2.17 Proposition. Let V be a compact unbounded stratified n-set embedded in the

(n + \)-manifold M. Suppose that each stratum of SV is contractible and dn_x(SV) =

0. Then there is a resolution V of V in M, unique up to bordism in M.

The proof is practically the same as the proof of Proposition 2.16.    D

An interesting example of the situation described in the above proposition is

provided by a compatible triangulation of a closed n-dimensional analytic set V with

singularity S F in an analytic manifold M of dimension n + 1. Here the contractible

strata are the Simplexes of SV [6, 6.1].

To obtain more examples of resolvable embedded stratified sets we give the

definitions below (following [6]). Let M be a manifold and A/,,... ,Mp+x submani-

folds of M. We say that Mx,... ,Mp+, intersect transversally in M if either p = 0 or,

assuming inductively that Mx,...,Mp intersect transversally, it happens that, for any

subset {/',,...,(/} of {1,... ,p] the manifold M, D ■ ■ ■ DM, intersects M+x trans-

versally (in the smooth category).

Given compact unbounded stratified sets Vx,...,Vp+x embedded in the manifold

M, we say that a compact unbounded stratified set F is the transverse intersection of

Vx,...,Vp+xif:

(a) V{ — SVx,...,Vp+x — SV +x intersect transversally;

(b)(V, sv) = (F, n • • • n vp+x, sf, n • • • nsvp+x).
We say that a compact unbounded stratified set Q is the local transverse intersec-

tion of Vx,..., Vp+, as above if there exists an open neighbourhood U of Q in M such

that Q is the transverse intersection of F, n U,..., Vp+, n U in U.

2.18 Theorem. Let Vx,..., Vk be compact unbounded stratified n-sets uniquely

resolvable in the (n + l)-dimensional manifold M; if V is a local transverse intersection

of Vx,..., Vk in M, then V is uniquely resolvable in M.

Proof. The proof of [6, 6.3] easily adapts to our context, thus we omit the details.

The idea is very simple: use the hypothesis to choose resolutions {V¡} of {1^} in M;

then use the fact that transversality is stable and generic to change V[ into V, so as to

obtain that the {F,} intersect transversally. Their intersection is then the required

resolution F.    D
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3. The oriented cases. The same sort of geometric constructions considered in the

last section may be applied to oriented cases. Let G he one of the classical Lie groups

SO, U, SU, Sp: below we define a (trivialised) G-stratified set V from a stratified set,

essentially by adding a G-structure on each stratum, and requiring that all the

conditions for F to be a stratified set respect the extra G-structure.

Definition. A G-stratified set is a stratified set (V, x, t) in which each stratum

has a structure of a G-manifold (see [11] for the definition of a G-manifold). We

refer to §1 for notation and terminology. If IF C Fare G-stratified sets, we say that

IF is a restriction of V if (a) and (b) are satisfied and also

(c) the G-structure on A is the G-structure induced by A' via the framing of A in

A'.

With the above definition we are able to define T(V, V), f(V, V) and E(V, V)

as G-stratified sets.

An isomorphism of G-stratified sets is an isomorphism /: F -» V of stratified sets

satisfying the additional property

(d) / restricts to an isomorphism of G-manifolds between TXY and Tx, Y..

The rest of §1 translates into the present context in an obvious way. In particular,

we have the notion of a G-trivialised set, a G-stratified n-cycle (relative or closed) and

of a G-trivialised n-cycle (relative or closed). We also have an associated bordism

theory defined in the usual way. The following theorem is proved like Theorem 1.4.

Theorem. The bordism theory associated with G-stratified cycles (and the bordism

theory associated with G-trivialised cycles) is homology theory with integral coefficients.

D

Let Í2^ denote the m-dimensional bordism group of G-manifolds. First of all one

fixes a basis of the free part of fi£ and polynomials in the characteristic classes

(which are now Chern classes, if G = U or SU, and G-Pontryagin classes, if G = SO

or Sp) such that the corresponding matrix of characteristic numbers is a diagonal

matrix. This can be done using the existence of G-manifolds Mk such that sk[Mk] ^0

(see [9, §16], for G = U, SO; [11, Chapter X], for G = SU; and [12] for G = Sp).

Then we can proceed as in §2 to define the obstructions. The main differences are

essentially two.

(1) If G = SU or Sp, the torsion part of Í2^ is not detected by cohomology

characteristic numbers. Thus, for example, in order to prove that the vanishing of

the (n — y + l)-obstructions implies that the link of a top-dimensional (n — y)-

stratum A of V is a boundary, we have the following situation:

(a) if G = U, we can proceed exactly as in 2.9, using the obstructions constructed

with Chern classes;

(b) if G = SO, we can proceed as in 2.9, using the obstructions constructed with

SO-Pontryagin classes and Stiefel-Whitney classes, with a little more care, due to the

fact that Stiefel-Whitney classes are unoriented homology classes;

(c) if G = SU or Sp, the same arguments imply only that the link of a top-dimen-

sional stratum A is an element of the torsion part of Í2^, and we cannot, in general,

have a blow-up of F along V. However, we can still get a "2-blow-up" of V along

V.
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(A &-blow-up /: (V, A) -> (V, A) is defined in the same way as in 2.3, replacing

(b) by the following.

(b') F — A is a disjoint union F, + • • • + Vk and / restricts to isomorphisms f\ :

Vl^V~=~Ñ,i= l,...,k.)

(2) The characteristic numbers are now in Z instead of Z2. Thus the vanishing of

the obstructions implies the vanishing of a multiple of /JÀ,] in H^.(V) (see 2.10);

therefore, in general, the vanishing of the obstructions implies only the existence of a

/c-blow-up: in order to have sufficient conditions for the existence of a blow-up (at

least in the cases G = U or SO) of F along V, one may add further conditions on

the torsion part of the homology of V.

The rest of the constructions of §2 can be extended with few more technical

difficulties. One may note that, from an explicit construction of the basis of the free

part of Q„, we derive informations about the multiple required in the resolution of

the ^-dimensional strata. Thus, for example, one can prove results of this kind:

Theorem. Let V be a compact unbounded n-dimensional G-stratified set (G — U or

SO) such that, for each i — 0,... ,n — 1, H,(V) has no p torsion, for each prime p such

that

p<n/2+ 1(//G= U),

2<p<n/2+ 1 (if G = SO).
Then there exists a blow-up (V, Ñ) of (V, A) along V, with Va G-manifold, if and

only if all the obstructions dA_m_,(F') vanish, for each m = 0,... ,n — 1.    D

We conclude this section with a discussion of Thorn's example related to stratified

sets. In [15] Thorn defines a class z E H7(K(Z3,1) X A(Z3,1)) not representable by

a smooth oriented manifold.

Proposition. Let V be a G-stratified cycle representing z. Then:

(a) If G = SO, there is a blow-up f: V -> F of V along S V, with V a G-trivialised

cycle such that SV consists of exactly one stratum X of dimension two.

(h) If G - U, SU, Sp there is a 2k-blow-up f: V -» V, with V a G-trivialised set as

above.

Proof. Let G = SO and A = T(SV, V). Ñ bounds a G-stratified cycle A. From

the fact that SV has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex, we deduce that

Ñ C A bounds a G-trivialised cycle A -> A. Thus we may assume, up to a blow-up,

that Fis a G-trivialised cycle. As üf° = 0 for i < 3, we are able to obtain a blow-up

of F which is a G-trivialised cycle with, singularity in codimension 5. By a further

blow-up, one constructs a G-trivialised cycle F such that:

(a) S F consists of exactly one stratum of dimension two;

(b) L(SV, V) = CP2 which represents a generator of ßf°;

(c) S F is a G-trivialised cycle.

This is a consequence of the analogue of Lemma 2.11 and of the fact that fíf° is

generated by CP2.

From (c) we have that the singularity of S F consists of a finite set of points

Xx,...,Xq.  Consider one of these points, say A,;  L(X„ V) is a 6-dimensional
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G-trivialised cycle W, such that SW, — W, H SV is a 1-dimensional G-manifold with

L(SW„ W,) = CP2. Choose a 2-dimensional G-manifold D, such that 3£>, = SW,

and put

Q, = Wt- (SH^XcCP2) U D, X CP2,

the union being taken along SW, X CP2. Q, is a 6-dimensional G-manifold which

bounds because tl%° = 0. Thus there is a 7-dimensional G-manifold Q\ with dQ'¡ =

Q¡. Then d(Q'¡ Uö xcp2(/J), X cCP2)) = W, and we may replace cW, with

Q',u(D,XcCP2).

If we iterate this construction for every point A, the resulting G-trivialised cycle is

the required V. Note that SV = U,(E(X,, SV) Ua/3 /),). This completes the proof

in the case G = SO.

Let G = SU, Sp. The argument is essentially the same as in the previous case, the

only difference being that some of the groups fi,G are nontrivial, for / = 6 or / < 4.

However, if Qf ¥= 0, then ß,G » Z2 [11, 19]. Thus the method of desingularisation

described above may be applied to obtain a 2*-blow-up /: V -» F satisfying the

required conditions. Finally, the case G = U is included in the case G = S17. This

completes the proof of the proposition.    D

The above proposition, although stated for a particular z, obviously holds for any

7-dimensional homology class.

Corollary. Let G — SO, U, SU, Sp; the class z of the above proposition is

representable by a G-trivialised cycle V with SV consisting of a single two-dimensional

stratum.

Proof. Let [V] — z he as in the above proposition. If G = SO, then /: V -» V

being a blow-up is a degree-one map, thus the result follows. If G = SU, U, Sp, then

/: V -» V has degree 2k. Therefore 2kz is representable by a G-trivialised cycle V

with the required property. But, by the definition of z, we have 3z = 0, which

implies 2*z = ±z. Thus either F or — F represents z as required.    D
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